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Abstract— Computationally intelligent optimization of the
controller in a building radiator heating system performed
by several metaheuristic methods has been considered in
this paper. Presented results compare conventional
controller tuning using integral of time absolute error
criterion and six metaheuristic methods - Simulated
Annealing (SA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and
Genetic Algorithm (GA), reported in our previous research,
and by Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Grey Wolf
Optimizer (GWO) and Bat Algorithm (BA) presented in this
paper. Performance of the tuned heating controller has been
tested for the typical winter day in the building geographical
region. General conclusions are presented confirming that
metaheuristic computationally intelligent optimization of
thermal controllers is a feasible concept with strong
potentials in providing improved performance, comfort and
energy efficiency.

Considered building consists of 15 rooms with total
area of 270m2. Ground level comprises a garage and a
warehouse, while the other two levels are offices.
Between the ground and the first floor there is a nonheated room with unknown temperature considered as a
disturbance.
Building is heated by an electrical boiler (EK-01) of a
total power of 24 kW. Depending on the outside
temperature (TS-01) and a heating curve, the desired
value of inlet temperature (TE-01) is determined. A PLC
controller PLC-01 controls the boiler and the circulation
pump P-01. A slope and the origin of a heating curve can
be regulated by a room thermostat unit SP, Figure 1 [2].
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I. INTRODUCTION
While the central heating systems operate, boiler heat
delivery needs to adapt to the heating demands, changing
during the day and during the season [1] due to change of
climate, outer temperature, wind, etc.
Computational intelligence is used in this paper for
optimization of controller of heating system of an office
building. Based on previously developed mathematical
models [2], three metaheuristic methodologies have been
considered, Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) [3], Ant
Colony Optimization (ACO) [4] and Bat Algorithm (BA)
[5], and. Results have been compared with our previous
[2] PI controller tuning, both conventional and with
Genetic Algorithms (GA) [6], Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) [7] and Simulated Annealing (SA)
[8].
Some results on using genetic algorithms for
controller optimization are presented in [9][10], on
optimization using particle swarm optimization in [11][12]
and using Simulated annealing in [13]. Concerning three
methods used in this study, Bat algorithm for PID tuning
is examined in [14], Ant Colony Optimization in [15]
while Grey Wolf Optimizer usage is explored in [16].
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL

Figure 1. Functional schematics of the heating system [2]

Each subsystem (rooms, heating) can be treated as a
simple thermodynamic system. By applying the first
thermodynamic principle, for the rth room, r=1,...,15 it is
derived:
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where 𝑖 denotes specific radiator in the room, i=1,…n and
j=1,…m denote specific wall through which the heat
passes from the room. Based on (1), it is possible to
devise mathematical model for every single room [1].
III. CONTROL ALGORITHM SYNTHESIS
The only measurable state space variable, thus
adopted as output, is the fluid temperature 𝑇 . Plant
transfer function has been identified as [2]:

G (s) 
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while approximated first-order transfer function is:
K
G A ( s) 
,
s  1
with K=0,00401366 and τ = 4849.117.
Transfer function of the PI controller is [2]:
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As plant has very large time constant, especially in
the system-starting regime, until vicinity of the nominal
working point is reached, control signal can potentially
have upper saturation level value for long period. Thus PI
controller is extended by the anti-windup, shown in
Figure 2, where Tt is tracking constant [17].
GPI ( s ) 

is not always the strongest but the best one in leading and
managing the group. Wolves that are subordinate to
alphas, helping them in decision-making and activities,
by reinforcing their decisions are called betas. The beta
wolf is the one that will most likely become the next
generation alpha. Omega is the lowest ranking wolf of the
pack that submits to all other dominant wolves. Finally,
rank called delta follow alpha and beta, dominate over
omega and are scouts, hunters, sentinels, elders and
caretakers.

Figure 3. The grey wolves' hierarchy (dominance top to bottom)

Figure 2. PI controller with anti-windup

Optimal values for parameters C and Tt can be
chosen using various criteria. In [2] we used the integral
of time absolute error (ITAE) for conventional PI
parameter tuning, and obtained the pair (C, Tt) which
provides least value for the ITAE for initial conditions in
the worst-case system starting-regime scenario (0.016,
4858.913).
IV. METAHEURISTIC TUNING OF THE CONTROLLER
Presented classical controller synthesis provides very
good system performance. To try to further improve PI
controller, and test optimization that would allow for
additional future nonlinear and more complex controller
modifications, an alternative controller tuning has been
attempted. Therefore, the cost function to minimize
tracking error has been defined as:
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where r is reference variable (set point fluid temperature),
y is controlled output (fluid temperature), e is control
error and N is number of patterns. The goal of
optimization is to adjust controller gains (KP and KI),
minimizing fitness (cost) function and thus improving
controller performance.
For controller optimization three metaheuristic
techniques have been used: grey wolf optimizer (GWO),
ant colony optimization (ACO) and bat algorithm (BA).
This adds to our previous results [2], using genetic
algorithms (GA), simulated annealing (SA) and particle
swarm optimization (PSO), making the total of six
metaheuristic methods applied.
A. Grey Wolf Optimizer
Grey Wolf Optimizer belongs to the Swarming
Intelligence techniques. Grey wolves (Canis lupus) are
apex predators (top of the food chain). They live and hunt
mostly in packs and they have very strict social hierarchy.
The leaders of the pack are called alphas. The alpha wolf

Main phases of grey wolf group hunting are [18]:
tracking, chasing and approaching the prey; pursuing,
encircling and harassing the prey; attack towards the
prey.
These hunting techniques are detailly modeled in [5].
The fittest solution is called alpha (α), the second-best
beta (β), the third best delta (δ), and the rest are called
omega (ω). In the GWO algorithm the hunting
(optimization) is led by α, β and δ, while the ω wolves
follow these three. Equations (15) represent model of
encircling the prey:
(6)
D  C  X P (t )  X (t ) , X (t  1)  X P (t )  A  D
where t indicates the current iteration, 𝐴⃗ and 𝐶⃗ are
coefficient vectors, 𝑋 ⃗ is the position vector of the prey,
and 𝑋⃗ denotes the position of the grey wolf. The vectors
𝐴⃗ and 𝐶⃗ are calculated as follows:

A  2a  r1  a , C  2  r2 ,

(7)
where components of 𝑎⃗ are decreased from 2 to 0 over
the iterations and 𝑟⃗, 𝑟⃗ are random vectors between 0 and
1.
Grey wolves have the ability to recognize the location
of the prey and encircle it. Alpha is the one that usually
leads the hunt. In an abstract space the position of the
prey is unknown, so it is supposed that the alpha, beta
and delta have knowledge about the probable position of
the prey. Thus the top three best solutions are saved and
all other search agents update their positions according to
the position of the alpha, beta and delta:
D  C1  X   X , D   C 2  X   X , D  C 3  X   X ,
X1  X  A1  ( D ) , X 2  X   A2  ( D ) ,
X 3  X   A3  ( D ) , X (t  1) 

X1  X 2  X 3
3

(8)

In Fig. 4 it is shown how a search agent updates its
position according to the top three best search agents. The
alpha, beta and delta estimate the position of the prey and
the omegas update their positions randomly around the
prey.
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𝑖𝑓 𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑘 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒 (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑖𝑛 𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑟,

∆𝜏 =
0

(10)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,

where Q is a constant, and Lk describes length of the ant k
tour. Ants select next goal by using stochastic mechanism.
If ant k is in the goal i and the partial solution sp has been
constructed, the probability to visit the next goal j is:
∙

Figure 4. Position updating in GWO

The hunt (optimization) is finished by attacking the
prey. To model encircling the prey the value of 𝐴⃗ is a
random value in [-2a,2a], where a is decreased from 2 to
0 over iterations. Fig. 5 shows the cases that when
|𝐴| < 1 search agent approaches the prey and when
|𝐴| > 1 the search agent moves away from the prey in
order to find a fitter prey. Vector 𝐶⃗ contains the random
values in [0,2]. This gives the algorithm a more random
behavior and ability to avoid the local optima. The
pseudo code for the GWO is shown in Figure 6.

𝑝 =

∈ (

0

)

𝑖𝑓 𝑐 ∈ 𝑁(𝑠 ),

∙

(11)

𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒,

p

where N(s ) describes the set of feasible components,
edges (i, l) where l is a goal not yet visited by the ant k.
The parameters α and β control the relative importance of
the pheromone versus the heuristic information ηi j:
𝜂 =

,

(12)

where 𝑑 represents the distance between goals i and j.
Ant colony algorithm is shown in Figure 7.
Set parameters, initialize pheromone trails
while termination condition not met do
Construct Ant Solutions
Apply Local Search (optional)
Update Pheromones
end while
Figure 7. The Ant Colony Optimization

Figure 5. Attacking the prey versus searching for the prey
Initialize the grey wolf population Xi (i=1,2,...,n)
Initialize a, A and C
Calculate the fitness of each search agent
Xα=the best search agent
Xβ=the second best search agent
Xδ=the third best search agent
while (t < Max number of iterations)
for each search agent
Update position of the current search agent by (9)
end for
Update a, A and C
Calculate the fitness of all search agents
Update Xα , Xβ and Xδ
t=t+1
end while
return Xα
Figure 6. Pseudo code for the GWO algorithm

B. Ant Colony Optimization
Ants are one of the most organized living creatures
and their fascinating living mechanisms triggered the
creation of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [4][19].
Ants deposit pheromones while moving, and other ants
follow those pheromones. When they reach a crossroad,
they follow the path with more pheromones. ACO is a
mathematical interpretation of this natural phenomenon.
After initialization there are three phases: for every
iteration the ants construct solutions, that are improved
through local search, and the pheromone is updated by:
𝜏 ← (1 − 𝜌) ∙ 𝜏 + ∑
∆𝜏
(9)
where 𝜏 represents the pheromone, associated with the
edge connecting goal i and j, 𝜌 is the evaporation rate, m
is the number of ants, while ∆𝜏 stands for quantity of
pheromone lain on edge (i,j) by ant k.

C. Bat Algorithm
Bat algorithm [5] is inspired by echolocation of bats.
Bats use ultrasonic waves in order to find their way and
hunt for prey. Since the velocity of the sound in air is
typically 340 m/s, the wavelength 𝜆 of the ultrasonic
sound bursts with a constant frequency 𝑓 [25-150 kHz],
is in the range of 2 mm to 14 mm.
Algorithm assumes some approximations and
idealizations [5]: The bats use echolocation to sense the
distance and know the difference between the food and
barriers; Searching for the prey they fly randomly with
velocity 𝑣 at position 𝑥 with a fixed frequency 𝑓 ,
varying wavelength 𝜆 and loudness 𝐴 ; Depending on the
proximity of the target, they can adjust frequency (or
wavelength) of their emitted pulses and adjust the pulse
emission rate 𝑟 ∈ [0,1].
The rules on how the velocities 𝑣 and positions 𝑥 , of
virtual bats change in a d-dimensional space change are:

fi  f min  ( f max  f min ) , vit  vit 1  ( xit  x* ) f i ,
xit

xit 1

(13)

 vit


,
(14)
where 𝛽 ∈ [0,1] is a random vector uniformly distributed.
The 𝑥∗ is the current global best solution (location)
located after comparison of solutions among all the 𝑛
bats.
When a solution is selected between the current best
solutions, a new solution for each bat is created locally:
xnew  xold   At
(15)
where  is a random number from [-1,1], and 𝐴 =<
𝐴 > is the average loudness of all bats at this time step.
When the bat is closing in on the prey the loudness is
decreasing while the pulse emission is increasing:
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Ait 1  Ait , rit 1  ri0 1  exp(t )
(16)
where 𝛼 and 𝛾 are constants.
Pseudo code for the BA algorithm is depicted in Fig.
7.
D. Results of the Metaheuristic Controller Optimization
In each of the considered metaheuristic optimization
algorithms performance depends on parameter values, so
parameters were carefully selected by experiments.
Results of controller tuning performed in this study using
GWO, ACO and BA algorithms are summarized in Table
1, together with our previous SA, GA and PSO results.
It is obvious from the results presented in Table 1 that
it was possible to further improve already optimized
controller tuned by conventional ITAE criterion. Even
more interesting, metaheuristic algorithms were able to
identify other optimal subsets of controller parameters,
not in the vicinity of the point identified by ITAE
criterion, bearing in mind that gains needed to stay
limited in order not to jeopardize system stability.
Objective function f(x), x=(x1,x2,...,xd)T
Initialize the bat population xi (i=1,2,...,n) and vi
Define the pulse frequency fi at xi
Initialize pulse rates ri and the loudness Ai
while (t < Max number of iterations)
Generate new solutions by adjusting frequency, and
updating velocities and locations/solutions by (14),(15)
if (rand >ri)
Select a solution among the best solutions
Generate a local solution around the best solution
end if
Generate a new solution by flying randomly
if (rand < Ai & f(xi) < f(𝑥∗ ))
Accept the new solutions
Increase ri and reduce Ai
end if
Rank the bats and find the current best 𝑥∗
end while
Post process results and visualization
Figure 8. Pseudo code for the BA algorithm

From numerical simulation in Figure 9, where set
point fluid temperature is presented by blue line and
system output by green line, it can be seen that for the
worst-case scenario output reaches the set point in 2
hours with no overshoot. Simulation is demonstrating
good performance of GWO optimized controller, which
is almost similar to performance of all optimized
controllers.

optimization, which allows for implementation of the
more complicated and possibly nonlinear controllers.

Figure 9. Typical winter day GWO optimized system response

V. CONCLUSIONS
A control system for radiator heating system of an
office building is optimally tuned by metaheuristics in
this study. The heating system is controlled by a PLC, as
a function of the outer temperature and heating curve. In
order to design a control algorithm, mathematical model
of heating system has been previously developed. PI
controller gains have been tuned by both conventional
and metaheuristic approaches, as to provide good
tracking of time-varying set-point, keeping the robust
stability.
In this study grey wolf optimizer, ant colony
optimization and bat algorithm have been applied for
heating controller tuning and compared with our previous
results. All applied computationally intelligent optimizers
were able to improve already optimized controller tuned
by conventional ITAE criterion. This demonstrates that
metaheuristic optimization methods are good and feasible
concept for thermal controller tuning, which could allow
implementation of more complicated controllers.
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TABLE I. PI CONTROLLER PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY
CONVENTIONAL AND METAHEURISTIC OPTIMIZATION
Optimization
method
ITAE
BA
GWO
ACO
GA
SA
PSO

Controller
gain KP
1.9330×104
3.0918×104
4.3179×104
7.4160×104
2.4283×104
4.4670×104
4.7900×104

Controller
gain KI
3.9864
6.4559
9.0000
15.4555
5.0077
9.3110
9.9900

Fitness function
(less is better)
40638
39888
39582
39663
40286
39557
39510

Besides slightly improved but similar performance,
the most significant conclusion is that metaheuristic
optimization is feasible concept for thermal controller
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